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Your Industry, Our Niche

Engineering consultants backed by direct market experience. 
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Proactive Design Partners

Collaborative partners building strong client connections.
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Design With the Environment in Mind

Sustainable solutions for maximum value and minimal impact.
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Expertise That Innovates

Trend-setting thought leadership impacting an industry.

















IMEG is a leading engineering design firm delivering a powerful combination of comprehensive technical expertise and deep collaborative partnerships.
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Our Purpose
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Welcome!

LKPB Engineers is now
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Learn more about LKPB’s transition.



Continue to IMEG Corp 
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I2SL’s new program to generate lab decarbonization benchmarks

By Brian Billman and Brandon Fortier  With U.S. lab CO2 emissions coming in at around 40 million metric tons per year, the science and technology industry is in need of benchmarking data to track emissions and begin lowering its CO2 output. The International Institute for Sustainable Laboratories (I2SL) is taking on the task with its
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Phius leader keen on passive building’s role in decarbonization (Podcast included)

Kat Klingenberg, executive director and co-founder of the non-profit organization Phius, talks about the history and current state of passive building in the latest episode of the IMEG podcast, The Future Built Smarter. “Passive building principles are not rocket science,” she says. “We’re talking about continuous insulation, airtight construction, no thermal bridging in the envelope,
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Federal grant cycle opens for bridge planning, repair, and replacement

The federal government has opened grant applications that will fund replacement, rehabilitation, preservation, and planning for bridges on the National Bridge Inventory.
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Q&A with ‘housing champion’ Sylke Knuppel

IMEG’s Sylke Knuppel, PE, MRED, is a self-proclaimed housing champion, dedicating her career to working with land entitlements and development. Recently named the 2024 President of the Maryland Building Industry Association, Sylke is passionate about advocating for and facilitating diverse housing solutions. In this Q&A, Sylke, a Project Executive based in Lanham, Maryland, talks about
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Curing concrete in cold weather? Follow these tips.

By Steven Myer Freezing weather doesn’t have to shut down bridge construction. But steps must be taken to protect the concrete on those days to allow it to cure properly and thereby gain the full design strength. IMEG and Sioux Falls Construction took cold-weather measures recently when we completed a cast-in-place reinforced concrete box culvert
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Project Update:

New Powertrain Transmission Assembly Complex and CEP – Phase II

IMEG provided structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and communications engineering design services for Phase II of the new Powertrain complex which encompasses the Powertrain Transmission Preassembly (PTPA) and a Central Energy Plant (CEP). The PTPA, an addition to the Dynamic Component Repair Facility (DCRF), was designed to house process equipment, including the primary tools, equipment, and
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Project Update:

WELL Platinum Office Relocation

IMEG provided architectural lighting design and services for the 9,450-sf renovation project for Perkins Eastman’s Chicago office relocation, which has achieved WELL v2 Platinum certification.
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Project Update:

Water Campus Redevelopment

The 36-acre Denver Water Operations Complex Redevelopment – recipient of the 2021 ACEC Excellence in Engineering Grand Conceptor Award – is a true model for sustainable design and one of the most multi-facetted sustainable projects in the nation.
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Project Update:

Healthcare Campus Renewal Project

IMEG provided mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection, technology, commissioning, and construction administration design services for the new replacement hospital and ambulatory care center.
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Project Update:

Bridge Replacement and Corridor Improvements

IMEG  is providing construction observation, verification, documentation, and inspection services for the $1.4 billion Interstate 74 Bridge Corridor project. The bi-state project spans the Mississippi River in the Quad-Cities between Moline, Ill., and Bettendorf, Iowa.
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 Engineering Consultants — Making Every Project Personal





At IMEG, we believe you shouldn’t have to choose between what you need and what you deserve. While we may be one of the largest engineering consultants and design firms in the country, you’ll never have to worry about us forgetting our roots. That’s why our consulting engineers don’t just work where you live — we make your community our community. These deep local connections give us the insight we need to understand where you come from, all while expertly navigating regulatory and teaming challenges for even the most complex of projects.



Through our collaborative, multi-disciplinary style, our design engineers are able to tap into a deep bench of diverse technical expertise and niche, market sector-focused experience. From wastewater treatment plants and acoustic laboratories, to microscope labs and surgical suites, we design the high-performance buildings and infrastructure that define industries. But regardless of size or complexity, we bring one key constant to every project: the personal touch our clients deserve.
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